AUS and UNK
2015 IMO Final Team Training
Exam F5
• Each question is worth 7 points.
• Time allowed is 4 12 hours.
• No books, notes or calculators permitted.
• Any questions must be submitted in writing within the first half hour of the exam.
1. Does there exist a 2015 × 2015 array of distinct positive integers such that the sums of the
entries on each row and on each column yield 4030 distinct perfect squares?
2. Let Ω and O be the circucircle and the circumcentre of an acute-angled triangle ABC with
AB > BC. The angle bisector of ∠ABC intersects Ω at M 6= B. Let Γ be the circle with
diameter BM . The angle bisectors of ∠AOB and ∠BOC intersect Γ a points P and Q,
respectively. The point R is chosen on the line P Q so that BR = M R.
Prove that BR k AC.

(In this problem, we assume that an angle bisector is a ray.)
3. We are given an infinite deck of cards, each with a real number on it. For every real number x,
there is exactly one card in the deck that has x written on it. Now two players draw disjoint
sets A and B of 100 cards each from this deck. We would like to define a rule that declares
one of them a winner. This rule should satisfy the following conditions:
1. The winner only depends on the relative order of the 200 cards: if the cards are laid down
in increasing order face down and we are told which card belongs to which player, but
not what numbers are written on them, we can still decide the winner.
2. If we write the elements of both sets in increasing order as A = {a1 , a2 , . . . , a100 } and
B = {b1 , b2 , . . . , b100 }, and ai > bi for all i, then A beats B.

3. If three players draw three disjoint sets A, B, C from the deck, A beats B and B beats
C, then A also beats C.

How many ways are there to define such a rule?
(In this problem, we consider two rules as different if there exist two sets A and B such that
A beats B according to one rule, but B beats A according to the other.)

